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EXPERIENCE

Full-Stack Software Engineer (June 2022-present)

TruckSmarter San Francisco, CA
Technologies: TypeScript, PostgreSQL, Node.js, Express.js, Jest, React.js, Next.js, ReactNative, SCSS, Redux

● Led the development and implementation of Next.js web portal to onboard broker partners,

facilitating ~250 signups in the first 3 months

● Created and documented a myriad of different methods for partners to post freight to our

platform, including: direct API, CSV/Excel upload, manual load entry, and business software

synchronization, in addition to building upon and maintaining the original web scraper

framework used to source loads, increasing the amount of freight on our platform by 300%.

● Added a number of new features to the ReactNative mobile app and Next.js web app to

improve user experience and giving them more options to explore and engage with freight,

growing our active user base by 10% despite recession in the freight industry

● Produced server analytics framework using Segment, Redshift, and Mode which helped

fine-tune alerts and reduce noisiness of the on-call

● Helped onboard new developers and provided timely code reviews

Associate Editor (2021) | Editorial Assistant (2018-2020) | Production Assistant (2017-2018)
Cognella Academic Publishing San Diego, CA

● Managed projects, provided copyediting, and maintained positive relationships with authors

● Spearheaded lean peer review process that reduced time expenditure by ~700 hours annually

● Reduced onboarding times and standardized processes by maintaining team process wikis

● Maintained >95% ontime task completion rate for ~300 tasks annually

● Supervised an intrepid team of three via regular meetings and open communication channels

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Languages | TypeScript, Javascript

Front End | React.js, ReactNative, Next.js, HTML, SCSS/CSS, Redux, React-Router

Back End | Node.js, Express.js

Data | PostgreSQL, MongoDB, MySQL, Redis

Testing | Jest, Mocha, Chai, React Testing Library

Developer Tools | Git, Retool, Figma, Datadog, Mode, Customer.io, Segment, LaunchDarkly

EDUCATION

Hack Reactor - Advanced Software Engineering Immersive Program 2022

University of California, Davis - B.A. in Philosophy, English Minor 2015

Grossmont College - A.S. in Computer Science | A.S. in Mathematics 2012
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